
 

 

 

 

 

13 November 2019  
 

Splish splash postponed… 

Oh dear – the weather is not cooperating with our 

planned preschool sprinkler day this week Friday. So 

sorry for the disappointment. We are postponing the watery fun to the FIRST WARM, 

SUNNY DAY NEXT WEEK (18-22 November). As we have no idea if, or when this may be, 

please pack in a costume, towel and plastic packet for wet goodies daily! (Also use a 

layer of sunscreen daily.) Please write your child’s name on their costume and towel. As soon 

as it is hot enough, we’ll be splashing up some giggles in the sun! 

 

Mysterious payment… 

We had R2000 deposited in our account on the 18th of November. The 

reference was “Solid Foundations”. Was this you? 

 

Exams around the corner… 

Our Grade 4-7 pupils will be writing exams  

next week (Grade 7’s start on Friday). 

Please help your child by providing a quiet 

study environment, plenty of rest and 

extra emotional support.  

To provide some entertaining relief for our 

students, we have a “Nutty Scientist” show 

scheduled for tomorrow. We trust that the bubbling, blasting and 

colourful fun will be a positive distraction!  

 

Closing early… 

Please remember that due to exams, school will close daily at 12h30 as of Monday the 18th of 

November, up until the 2nd of December.  

School is breaking up on the 3rd of December at 10h00. Remember to notify your transports. 

 

A reminder from the principal’s desk… 

It is a sobering thought that your child spends more time in the 

company of the teachers than any other grown-up in their lives. 

Teachers see more runny noses, rolling eyes, sparky answers and 

lengthy essays than we will ever be privy to.  

It would be wonderful if every family in Solid Foundations could take 

the time to thank our incredible teachers. Whether through a note, an 

email, a home-pricked flower, a Christmas card or a chocolate, each 

gesture of gratitude is “teacher fuel”, launching them into a New Year 

with passion and motivation for their calling.   – Erika Helmbold 



 

 

Preschool reading and vocabulary programme… 

We have reached the end of our reading and 

vocabulary programme for 2019!! 

Thank you for every page, every snuggle and every 

bedtime story you have shared with your child.  

We also appreciate your weekly feedback.  

Your child will not be getting a new book-bag on 

Friday, as we need the time to sort and wash the 

books and bags for 2020.  

Please do not stop reading! The Birchleigh North 

library has a fabulous selection of children’s books 

that will keep you reading right through the 

December break.   

 

Prayerfully and playfully  

The teachers 

Solid Foundations Primary School 

admin@solidfoundationsprimary.com 

011-976-5300 
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Classifieds… 

 

 Looking for an administrative job. Tertiary qualifications. N6 management assistance. 

072-682-0334 

 Digitank coding classes for 2020… Please register for coding classes 2020 with 

learn@digitank.co.za.  
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